
Henry McAleavy: A Memorial*

HENRY MCALEAVY spent some years in China during the war and it was
there that he met his wife Ayako, then a Japanese journalist, whose
devotion and help enabled him to concentrate on his writings
undisturbed. It was in China that he became interested in so-called
" unofficial history." He accumulated much knowledge through meeting
people and collected material on history and politics from popular
novels and newspapers, maintaining that there was an abundant
untapped source in popular writing on historical topics. The material
thus obtained was well used in his articles and books on Chinese history
and China's relationships with her neighbouring countries. He used to
say that one often found revealing facts in such material which were left
out by serious historians. Perhaps he was right in suggesting that we
must look at the other side of the coin.

In 1960, he went to Japan on study leave from the School of
Oriental and African Studies and, while there, acquired material on
modern Japanese and Chinese history from the Japanese viewpoint.
This was in keeping with his desire to see a society and the development
of its history through his own eyes.

Henry McAleavy will always be remembered by his colleagues for
the congenial and effortless way in which he managed to animate a
meeting or conference and his death has meant for his friends the loss
of a brilliant conversationalist. He was also a very fine lecturer and,
through his work with scholars and teachers, made an outstanding
contribution to the development of interest in China among young
people.

SELECTED LIST OF BOOKS AND ARTICLES BY HENRY MCALEAVY

" Dien in China and Vietnam," Journal of Asian Studies (Vol. XVII)
No. 3, May, 1958.

The Chinese Woman: The Life of Sai Chin-hua, Allen & Unwin, 1959.

"Su Man-chu: A Sino-Japanese Genius," China Society Sinological
Series, No. 6, 1960.

* Henry McAleavy became a member of the Editorial Board of The China Quarterly
shortly before his death in October 1968. It is a matter of regret to me personally
and all those associated with The China Quarterly that his death has deprived us of
the guidance of his wisdom and experience. This short memorial note has been
written by one of his friends and colleagues of many years standing.—Editor.
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" Tseng Pu and the Nieh Hai Hua," Far Eastern Affairs No. 2, St.
Anthony's Papers 7, Chatto & Windus.

" Variety of Hu'o'ng-H'oa: A Problem of Vietnam Law," Bulletin of
S.O.A.S. XXI. 1958.

" The Chinese Bigamy of Mr. David Winterlea. A Manchu Edwardian,
Allen & Unwin, 1961.

" The People's Courts in Communist China," American Journal of
Comparative Law, Vol. II, Part I, pp. 52-65,1963.

"Chinese Law in Hong Kong: the Choice of Sources," in Changing
Law in Developing Countries (ed. J. N. D. Anderson), Allen &
Unwin, 1963.

A Dream of Tartary—The Origins and Misfortunes of Henry P'u Yi,
Allen & Unwin, 1963.

The Modern History of China, Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1967.
" Some Aspects of Marriage and Divorce in Communist China," in

Family Law in Asia and Africa (ed. J. N. D. Anderson), Allen &
Unwin, 1968, pp. 34-38.

Black Flags in Vietnam: The Story of a Chinese Intervention, Allen
& Unwin, 1968, and Macmillan.

YIN C. LIU.
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